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b) Conclusion’s content:
- Thesis’s study purpose and subject:
  Thesis’ study subject is the State credit for development investment (development investment credit) for large scale economic programmes and national key projects in Vietnam. Under the theme of political economy, development investment credit for large scale economic programmes and national key projects is studied with the role of being a State’s financial – economic tool to interfere into the economy, in an aim to treat disadvantages of the market policies and drive the orientation of the economy growth.
  Thesis’s purpose is to clarify the theory on the nature, role and mission of the form of development investment credit for large scale economic programmes and national key projects in the market economy, analyse and evaluate the reality of this form during the recent years in Vietnam and submit proposals and solutions for completing this form of investment and improving its efficiency in the coming time.

- Study methods used in this thesis:
  Based on the methodology of dialectical materialism, historical materialism, thesis uses following detail researching methods:
  + Analysis and synthesis methods were used to complete and renew some of the basic theories on development investment credit for large scale economic programmes and national key projects and build up a new frame of theory system for the setting up of criteria and measurement for this form’s efficiency.
  + Statistics, analysis – summary, compare – confront and logic – history methods were used to study databases and information involving in the thesis’s study subject. After that, based on the criteria and measurement in the built theory system, author has
considered and evaluated the reality and summary the success, outstanding, and also pointed out reasons for those success and outstanding. From this author has suggested his point of view, orientation and solution for completing the legal system, operation policy and organisation of this financial activity, to increase its efficiency in the coming time.

Main results and conclusion:

+ Firstly, thesis’s has made the characteristics and the nature of development investment credit and development investment credit for large scale economic programmes and national key projects clearer, as well as its role for being a State’s tool to treat market’s disadvantages, adjust at macro of the economy and set up theory system of this credit form, including the newly setting up of criteria and measurement system of evaluating the efficiency of this credit form. The thesis also has summarised and given experienced lessons for Vietnam based on the reality of some other countries in the world in setting up legal frame and operation and organization policies for this form of development investment credit.

Secondly, the thesis has analysed and evaluated the reality of development investment credit for large scale economic programmes and national key projects in Vietnam in the past years and pointed out success and outstanding and their reasons.

+ Thirdly, the thesis has suggested point of view and orientation and suggestion for some solutions to improve this credit form by the completing legal system, policies and the implementation of this credit activity in order to be able to take its full role and mission in the coming time.

Based on author’s study results, through the way to give the evaluation on success and outstanding of this form during the past time, the thesis has proven that: development investment credit for large scale economic programmes and national key projects in Vietnam was recognised as an important solution for exploring different capital resources in the society for development investment and it is being used as an important tool of the State for repairing market’s failures, contributing to the macro economy adjustment for the national economic-social development in different terms.
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